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Abstract. Prime number generation and the large number operations directly
affect the efficiency of RSA encryption algorithm. In order to reduce the number
of the calculation process about modular operation and to reduce the difficulty of
division in the calculation process, the Montgomery optimization algorithm is
used to carry out the modular multiplication of RSA encryption algorithm, so
that the efficiency of the algorithm is improved. Based on the application and
research of hardware implementation to information encryption, the Verilog
hardware description language is used to design the RSA encryption algorithm
in 1024 bits. The simulation results of encryption and decryption experiment
show that Montgomery modular multiplication algorithm and RSA encryption
algorithm are verified to be correct and effective.
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1 Introduction

The public key cryptography, which plays an important role in the modern encryption
system, has high information security. RSA encryption algorithm is the first to meet the
requirements of the public key cryptography [1]. The inverse of the modular expo-
nentiation operation is calculated so that the decomposition of large integer is difficult.
In this way, we can ensure the security of information [2]. It is a perfect password
system which is in theoretical research and application.

At present, the security of RSA encryption system is also threatened. In 1999, the
512-bit RSA encryption algorithm was worked out after five months. In recent years,
the RSA encryption algorithm with 768-bit length of secret key has been cracked, and
the crack time is thousands of times as long as 512-bit encryption’s crack time.
Obviously, the key length is closely related to the encryption reliability. The security of
RSA algorithm with 1024-bit secret key length can be guaranteed. A lot of research has
been done for the 1024-bit RSA at home and abroad. Montgomery optimization
algorithm based on the pipeline technology and the hard algorithm of the hardwire
multiplier are proposed to improve the computational speed [3]. The modular multi-
plication circuit architecture is used to 4-radix multiplication RSA algorithm [4].
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CMOS technology is used to design and implement Montgomery encryption algorithm
[5]. RSA encryption algorithm has received extensive attention in the field of research
and application.

RSA encryption algorithm can be used software and hardware to achieve. In order
to ensure information security, tedious data calculations are needed. For the hardware
implementation, the encrypted data are applied to the hardware device to obtain the
encrypted information code. In this paper, RSA encryption algorithm and optimization
technology will be studied and design. Based on hardware information encryption
technology, Verilog hardware description language (HDL) is used to implement the
algorithm, and the RSA system is verified by simulation tool.

2 RSA Encryption Algorithm Basis

The public-key cryptography belongs to asymmetric cryptosystem whose encryption
and decryption process use different keys. They are called public key and private key
respectively. Double secret keys make it possible for both parties to communicate
securely, even on insecure information channels.

2.1 Cryptosystem

In the encryption and decryption process, first, pair of encryption key “e” and decrypt
key “d” are generated in the receiving terminal. Encryption key can be disclosed to
other parties. The sender encrypt the information of the plaintext M which will be
conveyed, and generate incomprehensible symbol or information as a ciphertext C.
Then, it is sent to the receiving terminal. The encryption process:

C ¼ EeðMÞ ð1Þ

The receiving terminal obtains the ciphertext C. It can decrypt the ciphertext C by
using the decryption algorithm D and the decryption key “d”. The plaintext M is
restored. The decryption process:

M ¼ DdðCÞ ð2Þ

RSA encryption algorithm has high strength and security. Keymanagement is simple
and clear. The two sides of the communication use different keys so that the encryption
key can be spread. In this way, it is difficult to crack from the encryption key to get the
decryption key. So it can reduce the burden of keymanagement. The algorithm is difficult
and slow to operate. The process of generating keys is complex for the mathematical
theory, and these also are the advantages to protect the information security.

2.2 RSA Encryption Algorithm Principle and Large Number Processing

The working of the algorithm consists of three processes: key generation, encryption
and decryption. The important technology is mainly large prime generation, large
number of processing, solving equations and fast modular exponentiation for the
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hardware implementation. The encryption algorithm requires the prime number
detection before the key is generated. The modular exponentiation operation will be
used. And the modular exponent operation use the Euclidean algorithm, which is the
process of the decrypt key “d” generating. RSA encryption algorithm as a system is
interrelated, and it is not independent of each other.

Key generation is achieved through the key generation algorithm. The specific steps
of the algorithm are as follows.

[1] Generate two different large prime p, q;
[2] Calculate n = p • q and Ф(n) = (p − 1) (q − 1), where Ф(n) is the Euler func-

tion of n;
[3] Select random integer e to make gcd(e, Ф(n)) = 1, and satisfy 1 < e < Ф(n), that

is, e and Ф(n) are coprime;
[4] Seeking private key d to make ed � 1(mod Ф(n)), and d is the modulo

anti-element, also called multiplication inverse d; satisfying 1 < d < Ф(n);
[5] (e, n) is the public key, (d, n) is the private key, then p, q, Ф(n) are destroyed.

Encryption and decryption process is also the key to the design of the algorithm. If
Party B sends an encrypted message M to the Party A, it would need to use the public
key (e, n) to encrypt the plaintext M to obtain ciphertext C. In this paper, when
encrypting, the plaintext is first grouped. And the value of each group is less than the
integer N. The binary width of the packet is less than the value of log2N [6]. Then,
plaintext grouping for the integer m, and the string can be obtained ASCII value to
conduct encryption. Such as function (3), note that m must be less than n.

C ¼ Ee Mð Þ ¼ Me modNð Þ ð3Þ

Party A receives the information code from Party B, and it is necessary to decrypt
the ciphertext packet, such as in function (4).

M ¼ Dd Cð Þ ¼ Cd modNð Þ ð4Þ

3 RSA Encryption Algorithm and System Design

3.1 Large Prime Generation and Computing Processing

An important question of RSA encryption algorithm is how to generate large prime
numbers quickly. In this paper, the binomial probability detection method is used to
generate random numbers, and then we can judge the number of prime numbers by the
designed test algorithm. The steps are as follows.

[1] Calculate the odd number M so that N = (2r) * M + 1;
[2] Select the random number A < N;
[3] for i < r, A 2ið Þ�Mð Þ mod N ¼ N � 1, then N through the random number A test;
[4] or, if AM mod N ¼ 1, then N passes the test of random number A;
[5] Through the value of A is different to give N five tests. If the results are passed,

then N is prime.
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As the number of tests N increases, N satisfies that the probability is not prime, that
is, the probability that N is prime can reach 1� 1=4tð Þ. For example, when t = 5, the
probability that N is prime is more than 99.99%. Most compilers support 64-bit. In
order to avoid the problem of low efficiency in establishment of large number of
arithmetic and decimal number and a large number of storage space. In this paper, the
1024-bit large number is expressed as 0x1_0000_0000 hexadecimal. For example,
0x0000_0000 * 0xffff_ffff, that is, with 32-bit * 32-bit interval, 1024-bit large num-
ber conversion into 32 elements of the interval array, for the interval array is only more
32 Sub-cycle operation than before. In terms of computers, the binary is similar to the
0x1_0000_0000 system and it is easy to convert.

3.2 Modular Multiplication

The modular exponential operation complicates the data through the power exponential
operation to make the operation process complicated and achieve the effect of infor-
mation security. Therefore, the modular exponentiation is transformed into multiple
modular multiplication operations, that is, C = A * B mod N, where A, B and N are
integers that satisfy the relation of 0 � A, B � N. Considering the security, the
1024-bit modulo operation requires a higher hardware design. And the multiplication
rule will produce 2048 bits of the process. And avoiding the direct calculation of
A * B is the primary problem to be solved by the modular multiplication. Montgomery
algorithm is used to modular multiplication. It is defined as follows.

Definition 1. Assuming that the two integers of x and y are satisfied with 0 < a, b < N,
select a radix r, and then select a number R with respect to N and satisfy R ¼ rn, then
X ¼ x � R modNð Þ; Y ¼ y � R modNð Þ. Represent the mapping of a, b in N residual.

Z ¼ X � Y � R�1 modNð Þ ð5Þ

Where R−1 is the inverse of the R-mode N and satisfy R�1R ¼ 1 modNð Þ, which is
called the Montgomery multiplication.

Montgomery multiplication can avoid the use of division. On the contrary, it can
use shift operation to achieve modular operation. Under the K power of 2, division only
needs to perform the left shift operation. In this way, we can simplify the complexity of
the operation and reduce the number of modes. Table 1 shows the Montgomery
modular expression, N represents the modulus, and T is the reduced number R ¼ 2n, in
the binary conditions, n is the number of bits width. T þ qN is the actual number of the
remaining classes in which T is actually represented.

It can be seen that Monmod N ¼ T � R�1 mod N, the value of Monmod N can be
used to calculate the value of T � R�1 mod N. If q is found to be a multiple of R, the
divisor would be an integer. If

N½0� � N½0�0%r ¼ 1; q ¼ C0½0� þA � B½0�ð Þ � r � N½0�0� �
%r ð6Þ
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Then,

ðC0½0� þA � B½0� þ q � N½0�%r ¼ðC0½0� þA � B½0� � ððC0½0� þA � B½0�Þ � N½0�0
� N½0�Þ%rÞ%r ¼ 0Þ ð7Þ

Where C′[0] represents the initial state. If r = 0x1_0000_0000 is used, division and
modulo operation will become simple. For example, the result is q[63:0], %r = q[31:0],
/r = q[63:32]. There is no more than 32 times the number of cycles k for the key length
in 1024-bit. Only the intermediate variables of C0 ¼ C0 þA � Bþ q � N will appear
multiple times so that the efficiency of the algorithm will be improved. The only thing
that needs to be calculated is the N[0]′ value, which makes N½0� � N½0�0%r ¼ 1. Since
N is a fixed value, it is only necessary to perform a calculation on N[0]′ without
affecting the efficiency of the operation.

3.3 RSA Encryption System Design

RSA encryption hardware application requirements are analyzed. RSA encryption
algorithm top-level module is described based on Verilog HDL and named RSA_1024.
The system module and external pin definition are shown in Fig. 2. The parallel data
input is used in this system, and the maximum can support 1024-bit data operations. In
order to optimize the structure, reduce the port cost, the input data will be taken 32-bit
as a group and 32 consecutive units of input in cycles (Fig. 1).

Table 1. Expressions about Montgomery modular multiplication.

Character Expression

Montgomery reduction Mon = (T + qN)/R = (T + qN) * 1/R
Operation of residue class M(T) * M(1) = M(T) * M(R) * M(R − 1)

Fig. 1. 1024-bit RSA encryption system.
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When data_ready signal of encryption key e, mod n and whisper data are pulled
high, the data are entered. After the encryption operation is completed, the
data_out_ready signal is pulled high and the outputted encrypted data is valid. Then,
the system mainly includes the control function realization module, the data processing
module and the data storage module.

3.4 RSA Control Module Design

The RSA control function module performs packet acquisition on the encryption key e
and d input. We can select RAM_0, RAM_1 for the module of store data by judging
the data by the key shift, executes the data Montgomery modular multiplication, and
controling the two sub-modules through the RAM address selection control and the
cyclic count control to store the data The module selects RAM_0, RAM_1, and stores
the data values in the middle of the operation. In addition, the control state transfer
switch plays a role of connecting each module in the process of RSA algorithm
implementation. Finally, the signal processing of the plaintext ciphertext, plus the key,
the modulo input are done by the relevant module data storage and encryption oper-
ation. The realization process can be represented by the state Fig. 2.

The data input and output sections are analyzed according to the actual situation of
the state transition and the parallel input data shown in Fig. 2. Starting from the data
initialization, when the input key data signal is 1, the key e is input until 32 groups 32
Bit data input is completed, and the key data input end signal is 1 and jumps to the idle
state. When the input modulo data signal is 1, the input data N is started. When 32 sets
of 32-bit data input are completed. The modulo data input end signal is 1 and jumps to
the idle state. In addition, when the key e and the modulo data N input are completed
and the input plaintext data signal is ready to be 1, the plaintext data is input until 32
sets of 32-bit data input completion with countering from 0 to 31, before entering the
encryption operation state; when the encryption operation is over, then ready to output
ciphertext data signal is 1, and all the data output to stop the entire operation process,
then jump back to the end of the idle state.

Fig. 2. State diagram about implementation module of RSA control function
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Considering the problem of large data storage capacity, the data storage module
uses memory RAM_0 and RAM_1, which are 128 � 32 and used as input group of
plaintext or ciphertext data input and module n input. Finally, it will store the middle of
the calculation process, Remainder and modulo and other data values.

4 RSA Encryption Algorithm Simulation

In order to verify the function of Verilog HDL based RSA encryption algorithm, the
simulation tool ModelSim is used to simulate the algorithm and we will analyse
whether the sub-module achieves the expected function. The security key is set to
p = 47, q = 59, e = 101, d = 317, n = 2773, i.e. the public key is (101, 2773) and the
private key is (317, 2773). When 32 sets of plaintext data are M = 1088, 32 sets of
ciphertext data are C = 1992, and this data is taken as an example to verify the function
of the corresponding module.

Fig. 3. Encryption process simulation results

Fig. 4. Decryption process simulation results
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When the 32 groups of input text are M = 1088, encryption key e = 101, 32 group
mode are N = 2773, Fig. 3 shows the encryption operation of 32 sets of ciphertext data
are C = 1992; when the input ciphertext C = 1992, decryption key d = 317, modulo
N = 2773, Fig. 4 shows the decryption operation of plaintext M is 1088. After the
encryption and decryption of the data can be found in each other, the function is correct,
that is, algorithm can be achieved. It should be noted that the plaintext, modulo,
ciphertext are 1024 bits of data, except that each of the 32 groups is the same, and the
encryption key is 32 bits and only have one group. Finally, the remaining 31 groups are 0.

As shown in Fig. 5, the modular multiplication algorithm realize the function of the
algorithm by outputting the 12_bit command through the output terminal. These
commands control the data path and the data storage of the four registers to realize the
core algorithm calculation, that is, Q = Z + C + XY.

We can check when the error is obtained by x = 32′h0000_0001 and y = 32′
hffff_f52a, c = 32′H0000_0000, z = 32′h0000_055f, the simulation result is the same
as the calculated result. In this paper, the latter set of data is also consistent with the
simulation results. So we can verify the correctness of the Montgomery modular
multiplication.

5 Conclusion

There are six security parameters in the RSA encryption algorithm, which are named p,
q, n, Ф(n), e, d. There is the public key (e, n) only on the encryption. And the
decryption side have the private key (d, n) and the parameter p, q. In this paper, the
design of Verilog HDL is achieved by 1024-bit key length algorithm. And it used
Rabin Miller primality probability detection method to generate the binomial number.
And the large number is processed, stored and computed by the N array and the
Montgomery modular multiplication algorithm. In this way, we can solve the huge
amount of data problems. In order to solve the input and output data time between the
numbers of pins of mutual restriction. And a large number of input and output are used
a parallel way. The simulation results show that this paper can realize the information
encryption and decryption function requirements.

Fig. 5. Modular multiplication simulation results
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